UPDATING V22 METAFILE TO V22A

If you have already installed and updated your metafile to v22, you can import the v22A metafile into the v22 metafile – you do not need to update from v21B again to v22A.

I. If you have not made any custom changes to any Edits or Edit Sets in the v22 metafile
   A. Import the v22A metafile.
      1. Open the v22 metafile, select Import Metafile from the Tools menu:

         ![Import Metafile](image1)

      2. Select the metafile to import: NAACCR_v22A_20210916_XML_layout.smf

         ![Select Metafile](image2)
3. Changed and new objects display on import screen:

B. Import Objects:

1. Fields and Tables:
a. Select OK on the query screen for CHG*Field

b. Select OK on the query screen for Table
2. Edits

a. Select Import with dependencies

b. Select Replace Target object with Import object,

Do this for all no-conflict Edits
3. Edit Sets and Layout
a. Select Import with dependencies

b. Select Replace Target object with Import object,

Do this for all no-conflict Edit Sets

C. Verify new layout

1. Open Layout from tab, scroll to bottom, check end position = 20641
2. Close layout.
3. Delete previous layout, NAACCR v22 XML RP-9 (RP-9)

D. Update information about the metafile in the Tools, Metafile Version and Comment window.
II. If you have made any custom changes to edits/edit sets

A. Follow all steps above. You do not have to import any edits or edit sets if you have customized versions of them and have deleted the respective standard edits or edit sets.

B. Review NAACCR v22A spreadsheet to see if any custom edits would be affected by changes made in v22A. Make corresponding changes in custom edits.

C. If developing a metafile based on NPCR standards, remove the following edits from customized Edit Sets that you use for NPCR reporting, based on the edit sets: Central: Vs22 NPCR Required – Consol-All Edits and Central: Vs22 State Example – Incoming Abstracts:

   - N6600 p16, Date DX (NAACCR)
   - N6601 p16, Schema ID, Required (NAACCR)

Add to Edit Sets for NPCR reporting:

   - N6719 p16, Date DX (NPCR)
   - N6718 p16, Schema ID, Required (NPCR)
III. Save the metafile with appropriate name and date